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ABSTR ACT
A general procedure for the three dimensional analysis of a gas cavity by the concept of four pole
parameter s has been developed by Kim and Soedel [1]; the procedure was later extended by Lai
and
Soedel [2] to two dimension al analysis, which is more efficient in computati on than the 3~D analysis
method and can solve some geometrie s which are difficult to solve by the 3-D method. In this study,
the above procedures are applied to a realistic compressor head with irregular corners, flow obstacles,
and a bullet shaped muffler by idealized rectangula r box and circular cylinder approxima tions. The
experimen tal tests are performed, discussed in this paper, and compared to the simulation results. The
comparisons demonstra te the limitation s of an overly idealized theoretica l shape analysis for practical
applications. Certain response frequencies which shift between idealized theory and experimen tal data
are traced to certain acoustic path constrictio ns in the compressor head and the muffier which result
in a geometric deviation from the idealized box and bullet shapes. It is concluded that while idealized
shape approxima tions are useful for a qualitative understan ding of gas pulsation muffiing behavior,
precise geometric modeling is needed for precise predictions. Or one has to rely on transfer function
measurements.

ANALYT ICAL MODELS
Four pole parameter s are very useful for the analysis of acoustic systems. Basic discussions of the concept
and derivation of four poles of various acoustic elements are found in references [3, 4, 5, 6]. A gas
cavity can be
represented by the following format:
(1)

where Q1, P1 are the input volume velocity and acoustic pressure, Q , P are the output volume
velocity and
acoustic pressure. A, B, C, Dare the so~called four pole parameter s. 2 2
Compres sor Head
For the compressor head as shown in Figure 1, the 2-D model [2, 7] can be applied since the thickness
is
very small compared to the shortest wavelength of interest. Therefore, the four poles can be obtained:
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where r1, r2 are the input and output positions respectively. !1 and
are

h are pressure response functions, which
(6)
(7)

where Cartesian coordinates have to be used and

Nk =

11

Pf(x, y)hdxdy.

(8)

Compressor MufHer

A bullet shape compressor muffler as shown in Figure 2 is also analyzed by the four pole parameters. This
system can be divided into two subsystems: a straight pipe and a cylinder with round ends.
The four pole parameters of the straight pipe are obtained from the 1-D model [4]:
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Ao is the cross section area of the pipe, 'Y r;...jWdw + j'.:!.., r; the damping ratio, d the diameter of the pipe, and
2c
c
L the length of this pipe.
The bullet shape cylinder is approximated in this case by a circular cylinder. Because the cross sectional
dimension is not small, the 3-D model [1] has to be utilized instead. The four pole parameters are the same as
equations 2 to 5 except that
Nk

=

111

Pf(r, e, z)rdrdOdz.

(13)

The overall equivalent four poles of the total gas cavity are then obtained by utilizing the cascading
property of four pole matrices:

(14)
Transfer Function
In practical applications, the exhaust pipe leading all the way to the condenser is usually assumed as an
anechoic termination [8, 9]. Therefore, the transfer function of a gas cavity is obtained:
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where S is the cross section area of the exhaust pipe.

TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENT
The measurement of the transfer functions or transmission loss (usually used in auto industry) can be
found in different references [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The measurements for the compressor head and muffler are
shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. A piston at the cavity entrance is attached to a dynamic shaker to
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generate sou~d. The_ acceleratio n of this ?scillating piston can be measured and then the input voh~me
obtained by mtegratwn . Note that the ptston should be long enough to keep a good _ahgnment wh1le ve~ocit_y is
osc1llatmg.
A microphon e is installed at the exit of the cavity to measure the output aco1::1st1c pressure.
Therefor~, the
transfer function between the output acoustic pressure and input volume velocity ~an be measure?.
St_nce a
very long exhaust pipe is used to simulate the anechoic terminatio n [14], the two-mtcro phone techmque
lS not
necessary in this case.

RESULT S AND DISCUS SION
The results from simulation s and experimen ts for the compresso r head and bullet muffier were compared
in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Both the sinusoidal sweep e~ci~ation and rando_m ~oise excitation ~ere
performed
[9]. The analytical models basically matched the charactens ttcs of gas pulsatwn m the head cav1ty and
m?ffier.
However, some response frequencies shifted between idealized models and experimen tal data.
T~e ynm~ry
reason is the geometric deviation of the actual compresso r head. which possesses many flow _restnctw~
s hke
valves and bolt stands, from an idealized box shape. Similarly, the bullet shape of the muffler 1s
not a cucular
cylinder in reality.
In order to understan d the deviations , the transfer functions of three simple geometries were
simulated
and compared.
A Pipe with a Narrow Restricti on
The transfer function of a pipe ( input on the left, output on the right ) with a narrow restriction
as
shown in Figure 5 was simulated and compared to the case of a straight pipe of the same length.
Since the
purpose of this investigati on was only to understan d the deviation instead of accurate simulation ,
the 1-D model
as mentioned in previous section was employed. All the cross sectional modes were neglected.
The four pole
parameter s can be obtained and the transfer function was solved along with the anechoic exit assumptio
results showed that the response frequencies shift to either lower or higher frequency ranges depending n. The
on the
magnitude of the flow restriction . But there is no specific rule as to which way the frequencies will
shift.

A Pipe with Two Narrow Restricti ons
Another case, which is more similar to the compresso r head with two valve settings inside,
is a pipe
containing two narrow restriction s as shown in Figure 6. For different sizes of flow restriction s,
the resonances
in the transfer functions deviated from that of a straight pipe of the same length considerab ly,
showing that
these kind of restriction s cannot be ignored.

A Pipe with Two Small Ends
The last case of study is a pipe with two narrow ends, which are similar to the bullet shape muffler
in
geometry. The compariso n of the transfer functions for this pipe and a straight pipe of the
same length is
illustrated in Figure 7. The response frequencies shift either way due to different small ends.

CONCLU SION
The concept of four pole parameter s was implemen ted for the analysis of a compresso r head
shape muffler. It was found that the geometric deviation due to the small flow restriction s in cavities and bullet
the response frequencies of gas-pulsat ions. Therefore, the idealized shape approxima tions are only can change
a fast and qualitative understand ing. To obtain more accurate prediction , the small flow obstacles suitable for
have
taken into account, especially for the cavities whose sizes are not large compared to the small obstacles. to be
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Figure 1: Experime ntal setup for compressor head transfer function measurem ent.
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Figure 2: Experimen tal setup for compressor muffier transfer function measurem ent.
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Figure 3: Compressor head cavity transfer function.
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Figure 5: Parametri c transfer function comparison. - - , straight pipe; - - -, pipe with a small
restriction.
R 0.02m, r O.Olm; L = O.l2m, (a) l = O.OlOm, (b) l 0.015m, (c) l 0.020m.
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Figure 6: Parametri c transfer function comparison. --,straig ht pipe; ---,pip e with two small
restrictions.
R = 0.02m, r = O.Olm; L
0.12m, (a) l
0.005m, (b) l O.OlOm, (c) l
0.015m.
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Figure 7: Parametri c transfer function comparison. - - , straight pipe; - - -, pipe with two narrow
ends.

R = 0.02m, r

=O.Olm; L =0.12m, (a) l =O.OlOm, (b) l =0.015m, (c) l =0.020m.
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